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Abst ract - -L i  [i] evaluates characteristic functions of two spherical matrix distributions in terms 
of zonal polynomials. The present paper evaluates these characteristic functions explicitly in terms 
of known multiple series without using zonal polynomials. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Given the matrix spherical distribution of a p x n random matrix X to be f (XAX ' )  = f (HXA 
X~H t) where A is n × n symmetric positive definite and H is p x p orthogonal, the value of the 
integral 
¢(T) =/x  exp{trTX'}f  (XAX')  dX, (1) 
is desired for some p x n matrix T, n > p. 
Since the characteristic function always exists, T in (1) may be interpreted as iT, and without 
loss of generality A may be taken to be an identity matrix. Li [1] evaluates (1) when X has the 
density f ( t r  XX~), and when X has the density 
g(X) = K[XX' [ (1/2)Uexp{-( t rXXt) t} ,  t > O, (2) 
where K denotes the normalizing constants of density functions in this paper. 
Li [1] expresses these moment generating functions in terms of zonal polynomials. The present 
paper expresses these in terms of multiple series. 
2. MOMENT GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
Let X have the density 
g(X) = K f ( t rXX ' )  = K f (x lx l  + . . .  + x~xp) 
-- K f  (tr XlX~ + tr X2X~), 
(3) 
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where X = (x l , . . .  ,xp)', X = (X1,X2)  , X 1 : p X p, and Xl , . . .  ,Xp are n component column 
vectors• Then the moment generating function of X may be written as 
¢(T) =/x  exp {tr TX'} f (trXHH'X') dX 
= Ix exp {tr (TT') 1/2 Xi } f (tr (PX1X~P' + X2X~)) dX 
=/x  exp {Atelxl + ' "+ ApepXp} f (XlXl + . . .+  XpXp) clX, 
(4) 
where ei denotes a column vector of n components with unity in the ith place and zeros elsewhere 
.. ' T = and A 2, .,Ap 2 are the roots of TT'. We may also interpret A12 : t~tl,...,A2p : tptp, 
(h, . . . ,  tp)'. 
Next we transform the two quadratic forms bn = X~Xl, x~ = (Xll,X12), X~l = x le le lX l  , '  ' and 
note that x~2xs2 = (bll - x21), and using the integral 
~x = ICh(1/2)n--1 f (X lX l )  dx l  "" ~'11 , (5) 
we reduce (4) to the multiple integral 
¢(T) = K / f(bll 
/----1 
/ P (1 1 2 ) 5(1/2)n-1 
: K f(bl] +"" + bpp) H oF1 -~n; ~A ibii -ii dbii 
4=1 
~0 ~ c~ 2_(2al +...+2(~) ~2a 1 12ap • • ,  Jip 
= K f(b)bal+"'+aP+(1/2)pn-1 Z ~(O~ 1 +''" + ap + (1~2)up)a1! .. ap!" 
(~  1 ~, , ,  ~O:p  ~..~0 
P 
"~""""-'[- bpp) exp{.~lXll Jr/~2x22 n t - ' ' '  -{- ~pXpp} ~I(bii - xi2) 1/2(n-3) dx1. . .dxp  
(6) 
The moment generating function of the density (2), using (4), and the result (6) is seen to be 
oo 2-(2al +...+2av)A12al •2a2 . . . . .  p 
¢(T) = g ~ F(al + ' "  +ap + (1/2)p(u+n))alv 
al ,...,ap=O . . . .  OLp! 
• / exp{-bt}b al+'''+ap+l/2(u+n)p-1 db. 
(7) 
Following Li [1, p. 274, equation (1.4)], we may also write (7) as a single series 
oo ak((1/4)trTT,) k 
¢(T) = K~--~ 1/2(u + n)p)lklk!' 
k=0 
(s) 
where nlkl is the ascending factorial n(n + 1). . .  (n + k - 1), and 
~0 °° 
ak ---- exp {-b t } b 1/2(u+n)p+k-1 db. (9) 
Obviously (7) or (8) is just a generalization of the known result 
fx exp ( -  (x'x) 1/2 + i t 'x)  dx -- K (1 + t 't)  -1/2(n+1) , 
where x has n components. 
Spherical Matrix Distributions 
Li [1] shows that the moment generating function of the density 
g(X) = g II - XX'I ~-m , 
where 2m = (p + 1), is 
In case 
g(X)=Kexp{- l t rxX '} IXX ' I  (1/2)t, 
then the moment generating function of X is 
ms(T)= 1Fl (2(n + t ) , ln ;1TT ' )  . 
Now if X has the density 
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m3(T) = 2F1 [(Ul + n), [(u2 + n), ~n;TT . 
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g(X) = K IX1X~](1/2)U~ [X2X~[(1/2)U2 exp { - l t r  XX~} , 
then by using Mathai's [2] result on the distribution of the canonical correlation matrix, it is 
easy to see that the moment generating function of X1X~, where X1 is p × n, X2 is q x n, and 
X=[X~ X~ ]', is given by 
